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Abstract
Background: Preventing acute complication of renal angiomyolipoma (AML), preserving renal parenchyma, and
improving long-term renal function are the treatment targets of renal angiomyolipoma. Treatment should be con‑
sidered for symptomatic lesions or those who are at risk of complications, especially bleeding symptoms, which are
linked to tumor size, angiogenic component grade, and presence of tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC). Selective
arterial embolization (SAE) has become the new norm for preventive or emergency treatment of renal AMLs with
minimally invasive selective targeting of small arterial feeders, we aimed to assess the efficacy and safety of selective
renal arterial embolization (SAE) in the management of complicated renal angiomyolipoma and to detect the predic‑
tors of prophylactic SAE in cases of non-complicated AML.
Results: Bleeding symptoms were significantly more frequent in patients with TSC-associated renal AMLs (C = 0.333
and p = 0.036) and patients with intra-lesional aneurysm > 3 mm (C = 0.387 and p = 0.013). Overall success rate:
thirty-three (91.7%) renal AMLs were successfully embolized with no recurrence. While three (8.3%) renal AMLs were
not; one (2.8%) renal AML was not embolized due to technical failure and two (5.5%) renal AMLs showed recurrence.
Primary (technical) success rate: thirty-three (86.9%) successful embolization, five (13.1%) arteriographies were done
with failed embolization. The maximum diameter and volume of the lesions after SAE showed statistically significant
reduction (z = 4.25 and p < 0.001).
Conclusions: SAE is an effective and safe technique to manage renal AMLs preoperatively or in an emergency. TSCassociated lesions, and intra-lesional aneurysms (aneurysms > 3 mm in diameter) were significantly more associated
with bleeding symptoms, considering them significant predictors for prophylactic SAE in non-complicated AML.
Background
Renal angiomyolipoma (AML) is the most common
benign renal tumor with a prevalence varying between
0.2 and 0.6% and a high female predilection [1]. In 80% of
cases, renal AMLs occur as sporadic, isolated individuals.
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) or pulmonary lymphangio-leiomyomatosis (LAM) was responsible for the
remaining 20% of renal AMLs [2].
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AMLs are considered as a heterogeneous group of
neoplasms. Despite the fact that many forms have different pathology, radiological characteristics, and clinical
behavior, they all have varying proportions of the same
three elements: adipose skin, smooth muscle, and blood
vessels [3].
They are also classically detected by the characteristic
presence of fat on computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) or ultrasonography (US) of the
kidneys [4]. So, Imaging is crucial in the diagnosis and
management of renal AMLs [2].
Even though some renal AMLs are asymptomatic,
they have a tendency to grow in size and may cause local
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complications. Flank pain, palpable mass, gross hematuria, anemia, and symptoms linked to a mass effect such as
abdominal pain, abdominal fullness, abdominal visceral
compression, and anorexia are all common symptoms of
renal AMLs [4].
Renal AMLs have irregular blood vessels with no internal elastic lamina and fibrous tissue replacing smooth
muscle, rendering the vessels stiff, tortuous, and vulnerable to aneurysm formation and rupture [5]. Renal AMLs
have been shown to have a high risk of rupture during
their clinical course, with symptoms such as hematuria,
retroperitoneal bleeding, and hemorrhagic shock [6].
Management recommendations are based on tumor
size and symptoms. Primary therapeutic targets focus on
preventing acute events, preserving renal parenchyma
and improving long-term renal function [7].
Potential interventions include selective arterial embolization (SAE), nephron-sparing surgery, total nephrectomy, cryo- and radiofrequency ablation and treatment
with mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors
[3].
SAE can be used as a prophylactic treatment of highrisk renal AMLs, as an emergency management of bleeding renal AMLs or as a pre-operative adjunct treatment
to avoid intra-operative blood loss during surgery [8].
Since it is less invasive than surgery and allows for targeted treatment of bleeding vessels with a low risk of serious complications, this minimally invasive interventional
radiology procedure has been the preferred treatment for
renal AMLs for many years [9].
There are no well-established criteria to justify SAE as
prophylactic procedure for high-risk renal AMLs.
This research work aims to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of selective renal arterial embolization in the management of complicated renal AML, and to assess the
predictors of prophylactic SAE in non-complicated renal
AML.

Methods
Our study included thirty-seven patients, thirty-three
patients with renal AMLs managed by SAE, then followup was done by clinical assessment, laboratory investigations and medical imaging. While, four patients
were excluded, three patients without follow-up, and
one patient who underwent arteriography without an
attempt for embolization then was managed with partial
nephrectomy.
All patients were referred to the Interventional Radiology Unit of Urology and Nephrology Center, Mansoura University from the Urology Department of the
same center, or from the emergency hospital and underwent follow-up in the period from August 2017 to September 2021.
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We recorded demographic information (age and gender). Type of AML (sporadic or TSC-associated), location
and number of lesions, type of intervention (prophylactic
in case of high risk renal AMLs, emergency as an acute
management of bleeding renal AMLs or preoperative
adjunct treatment for surgery to prevent intra-operative
blood loss), clinical symptoms and complications before
and within 4 weeks after SAE, recurrence (defined as
recurrent symptoms or increased tumor size > 2 cm on
follow-up images requiring re-intervention), and the
need for further treatment. Levels of serum creatinine
prior to SAE and during follow-up, complete blood count
including leucocytic count, hematocrit and hemoglobin
levels, coagulation profile including prothrombin time,
prothrombin concentration and International Normalized Ratio (INR) were measured.
Diagnosis, embolization technique and post‑procedure
care

On admission, Un-enhanced CT scan was done for all
patients to detect the actual size of intra-renal or perinephric hematoma.
Interventional procedure including diagnostic and
therapeutic renal angiography was done by using
(Toshiba, Infinix CC CAS-8000V/Cx, Japan) machine
under fluoroscopic guidance.
Interventional radiologists, urologists, and/or nephrologists proposed a multidisciplinary treatment strategy.
Using the modified Seldinger’s technique via the normal femoral artery under local anesthesia, SAE was performed using five Fr cobra catheter (Cordis, USA) and
Renegade HI-FLO 18 microcatheter (Boston Scientific,
USA). Non-ionic contrast media (Omnipaque 350 mg/
ml, Schering, Germany) was used in all arteriographies.
Several embolic materials, either alone or in combination, were used including microcoils (Pushable fibered
platinum™, Boston Scientific, USA) ranges from 3 to
5 mm in diameter and 4 to 9 mm in length, microspheres
(Embosphere™, Guerbet, France) or absolute alcohol
(Concentrated ethanol 95–99%)]. Coils were used to
occlude massive aneurysmal formations that would have
been unsuitable for particle embolization alone.
All patients were followed up until they become hemodynamically stable, hematuria stopped, hemoglobin loss
ceased, general condition improved and hemoglobin
level started to build up.
We defined overall success as no intra-operative blood
loss in pre-operative SAE and no recurrence on followup visits in prophylactic and urgent SAE regardless the
number of arteriographies done for complete embolization of the lesion, while we defined primary (technical)
success as immediate and complete devascularization of
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the lesion on control angiogram in the first instance with
no need for re-embolization.

Table 1 Patient demographics and clinical data
Variables

Data, N (%)

Follow‑up

No. of patients

33

Medical history, outpatient charts, follow-up appointments, and radiological data were checked. Medical
examination, laboratory investigations, and diagnostic
imaging were performed on all patients by the urology
and nephrology teams; 1, 3, and 6 months after SAE, and
once a year thereafter. If there was no improvement or
decrease in size, a CT or MR follow-up was performed
3 months after the SAE and annually if there was no
change or decrease in size.

Gender

Outcome measures

The primary outcome entailed primary endpoint that
was technical success as well as clinical success of the
procedure as regard short- term outcomes in the form of
management of renal AMLs as a prophylaxis of high-risk
renal AMLs, as an acute management of bleeding renal
AMLs or as a pre-operative adjunct treatment for surgery
to avoid intra-operative blood loss.
Secondary outcomes were substantial reduction
in tumor size, low recurrence rates and acceptable
complications.
Statistical analysis

®

Analysis was performed using IBM SPSS software package version 25.0 for Windows.
Qualitative data were described using number (n) and
percentage (%) and analyzed using Chi-Square, Fischer
Exact and Monte Carlo tests. Quantitative data were
described using median (range) [minimum and maximum] for nonparametric data and mean ± standard
deviation (SD) for parametric data and analyzed using
Mann–Whitney U, Kruskal–Wallis H and Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests for nonparametric data, while Student
t, One Way ANOVA and Paired t tests for parametric
data.
We used the contingency coefficient (C) to identify the
predictors of prophylactic SAE associated with increased
risk of bleeding in the included patients. Correlation
between tumor size-reduction and initial tumor size was
determined using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rs). p values < 0.05 were considered as statistically
significant.

Results
Our study included 33 patients with 36 AMLs. Patients’
ages ranged from 12 to 64 years with mean age ± SD of
38.27 ± 13.9 years. The demographic and clinical data are

Male

9 (27.3)

Female

24 (72.7)

Type of AMLs
Single

15 (45.5)

Multiple

18 (54.5)

Laterality of AMLs
Unilateral

17 (51.5)

Right

9 (27.3)

Left

8 (24.2)

Bilateral

16 (48.5)

TSC status
Yes

12 (36.4)

No

21 (63.6)

Other comorbidities
Diabetes mellitus (DM)

6 (18.2)

HTN

10 (30.3)

Hepatic

1 (3)

Cardiac

1 (3)

Past history
Previous SAE

4 (12.1)

Need for blood transfusion
No need

7 (21.2)

Need

26 (78.8)

TSC features

12

Family history

2 (16.7)

Vogt triad

12 (100)

Seizures

12(100)

Intellectual disability

9 (75)

Adenoma sebaceum

10 (83.3)

Associated other lesions

12

Cortical or subependymal brain tubers

12 (100)

Pulmonary LAMs

2 (16.7)

Hepatic AMLs

8 (66.7)

No. of embolized renal AMLs with SAE

35

Type of AMLs
TSC-associated

15 (42.9)

Sporadic

20 (57.1)

Classification of AMLs
Fat rich

33 (94.3)

Fat-poor

2 (5.7)

Fat-invisible

0

Side of AMLs
Right

20 (57.1)

Left

15 (42.9)

Presentation of AMLs
Asymptomatic

5 (14.3)

Symptomatic

30 (85.7)
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Table 1 (continued)
Variables

Data, N (%)

Type of SAE
Prophylactic

3 (8.6)

Emergency

29 (82.8)

Pre-operative

3 (8.6)

Indications
Pain

35 (100)

Size

35 (100)

Composition

4 (11.4)

Bleeding symptoms

30 (85.7)

Hematuria

12 (34.3)

Intra-lesional bleeding

27 (77.1)

Retro-peritoneal bleeding

20 (57.1)

Presence of vascular anomalies
Yes

34 (97.1)

Micro-aneurysms

9 (25.7)

Aneurysms

24 (68.5)

AVM

1 (2.9)

No

1 (2.9)

Embolic material used
Microcoils

20 (57.2)

Microspheres

4 (11.4)

Microspheres and microcoils

7 (20)

Absolute alcohol and microcoils

4 (11.4)

presented in Table 1. During a 4-year study period, 33
patients underwent 38 arteriographies for 36 renal AMLs;
one large TSC-associated AML was not embolized due to
difficulty to reach the arterial feeder and total nephrectomy was decided without attempt for re-embolization.
Therefore, thirty-seven arteriographies with SAE for
35 renal AMLs were carried out. Three SAE were done
as a prophylaxis of high-risk asymptomatic renal AMLs
(tumor size > 4 cm and/or abnormal vasculature on imaging) (Fig. 1), Twenty-nine SAE were done as an acute
management of bleeding renal AML (Fig. 2). Three SAE
were done as a pre-operative adjunct treatment for surgery to prevent intra-operative blood loss (Fig. 3).
Thirty-one lesions underwent twenty-nine arteriography sessions and were embolized at the first session (two
patients, each has two AMLs). Four lesions were successfully embolized after the second session due to technical
failure, so they underwent eight arteriographies.
Bleeding symptoms were significantly more frequent in
patients with TSC-associated renal AMLs (C = 0.333 and
p = 0.036) and patients with intra-lesional aneurysm more
than 3 mm in diameter (C = 0.387 and p = 0.013); there
were nine lesions with micro-aneurysms, 24 lesions with
aneurysms > 3 mm in diameter and one lesion with a giant
aneurysm.

Twenty (57.1%) lesions were embolized using microcoils only, while four (11.4%) lesions were embolized
using microspheres. Embolic agent combinations were
used as [microcoils and microspheres] in seven (20%)
lesions and [microcoils and absolute alcohol] in four
(11.4%) lesions.
Overall success rate

Out of 36 renal AMLs; thirty-three (91.7%) renal AMLs
were successfully embolized and showed no recurrence
on follow-up.
Meanwhile, three (8.3%) renal AMLs were not successfully embolized as one (2.8%) renal AML was not embolized due to technical failure as it TSC-associated AML
and there was difficulty reaching the arterial feeders as
they were multiple and tortuous and underwent total
nephrectomy,
While 2 (5.5%) renal AMLs showed recurrence on follow up (the first case was a sporadic AML, that showed
recurrent bleeding symptoms after 3 months and was
embolized with microcoils. However, the other case was
TSC-associated AML showed an increase in its size at
6 months follow-up visit and was embolized with microspheres) (Table 2).
Primary (technical) success rate

Thirty-three (86.9%) arteriographies were done with successful embolization in the first instance with immediate
and complete devascularization on control angiogram,
while five (13.1%) arteriographies were done with incomplete or failed embolizations. [Re-embolization during
early follow-up was necessary in four (10.5%) times and
further renal surgery was required]. Total nephrectomy
was decided without re-embolization once (2.6%).
There were three (60%) technical failures due to difficulty reaching the arterial feeders as they were multiple
and tortuous even with use of microcatheters, while there
were two (40%) failed embolizations due to spasm of the
arterial feeders during manipulation even after performing the standard management protocol of vascular spasm
(Table 3).
Need for renal surgery

Surgery was performed seven times; total nephrectomy
was performed immediately after failure of primary
embolization once. While urologists had decided on
other renal surgeries after technically successful primary
embolization six times due to abnormal lesion composition, recurrence, or poor residual functional renal parenchyma; partial nephrectomy was performed once, and
total nephrectomy was performed five times.
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Fig. 1 A 63-year-old female patient presented with mild left loin pain. She was diagnosed with huge left renal AML and underwent prophylactic
SAE using 3 microcoils. She suffered from post-embolization syndrome (PES); pain and fever few days after SAE that were treated with conservative
treatment. On follow-up visits, there was a tumor size reduction of about (16%) 6 months after SAE. Digital subtraction angiography (a, b); a
Pre-embolization angiography of the left renal artery using cobra catheter showing single renal artery with early pre-hilar division and its lower
division supplying large lesion with multiple abnormal tortuous vascularities. b Post-embolization control angiogram showing no further
opacification of the lesion after SAE using 3 microcoils. c T2-W (coronal image) d T2-W (axial image) and e Gadolinium-enhanced T1-W fat-saturated
(axial image) MRI sequences before SAE. Huge left renal parenchymal fat-containing lesion (AML). f T2-W (axial image) MRI sequence 6 months after
SAE. Tumor size reduction of about (16%)

Complications related to arteriography and embolization

Minor complications occurred fourteen times that
were treated with conservative measures; puncture site
hematoma occurred once, post-embolization syndrome
occurred twelve times and persistent hematuria occurred
once. While major complications affected one patient
with renal abscess formation 1 month after SAE and
treated with percutaneous drainage was done.

Patient outcomes, follow-up times and changes in
tumor sizes are presented in Table 4.
The efficacy of embolization was determined
over a mean follow-up of 6.91 ± 3.41 months (range
1–12 months). No patients were lost to follow- up.
In calculation of changes in tumor sizes, we used both
maximum diameter & volume. The median maximum
diameter of the lesions was 13.9 (6.60–25.5) cm before
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SAE & became 10.7 (4.7–30.0) cm after SAE with median
maximum diameter reduction of 1.8 (− 7.2–7.0) cm and
reduction rate about 16%, while the median volume of
the lesions before SAE was 715.91 (134.18–3533.81) cc
and became 283.89 (37.33–6322.45) cc after SAE with
median volume reduction of 213.1 (− 3266.67–1711.69)
cc and reduction rate about 48.44%. Both maximum
diameter and volume of the lesions after SAE showed
statistically significant reduction (using Wilcoxon signedrank test; z = 4.25 and p < 0.001).
Kruskal–Wallis H test showed that there was no statistically significant difference in tumor size-reduction with
using different embolic agents (X2 = 1.360 and p = 0.715).
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Rs) was used
to determine the strength of the relationship between
tumor size-reduction and initial tumor size; a positive
correlation was noted (Rs = 0.381 and p = 0.035).
Laboratory investigations before and after SAE

Four patients had renal impairment before SAE and had
baseline creatinine levels above 1.8 mg/dL. Only one
patient, after SAE serum creatinine level rose in a mild
and self-limiting way at early follow-up visits and recovered his initial value in a few days. There was no statistically significant change in median serum creatinine
levels, mean hemoglobin levels and mean leucocytic
count after SAE (Table 4), (Figs. 4, 5).
Minor complications affected 14 patients who were
treated with conservative measures (n = 14): puncture
site hematoma (n = 1), post-embolization syndrome
(PES): (n = 12) and persistent hematuria (n = 1). While
major complications affected one patient with renal
abscess formation 1 month after SAE and treated with
percutaneous drainage.
Regarding the hospital stay after SAE, 33 admissions
were done. The median hospital stay duration was 6.0
(1.0–20.0) days; 11 (33.3%) admissions were described as
very short hospital stay (1–3 days), eight (24.2%) admissions were categorized as short hospital stay (4–7 days)
and nine (27.3%) were categorized as reasonable stay
(8–11 days), while only five (15.2%) admissions were categorized as relatively long stay (> 14 days).
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In this study, thirty-one renal AMLs were successfully
embolized in the first instance, with immediate and complete devascularization on control angiogram in twentynine arteriographies (two patients, each with two AMLs),
During the early follow-up, four re-embolizations were
needed due to incomplete embolization due to difficulty
reaching the arterial feeders because they were numerous
and tortuous (n = 2) or due to arterial feeder spasm during manipulation (n = 2).
Recurrence affected two patients during follow-up;
one showed recurrent bleeding symptoms and the other
showed an increase in tumor size on follow-up and both
were treated with total nephrectomy.
Urologists had decided on other renal surgeries after
technically successful primary embolization 6 times due
to abnormal lesion composition, recurrence, or poor
residual functional renal parenchyma; partial nephrectomy was performed once, and total nephrectomy was
performed five times.

Discussion
Renal AML is the most common benign renal tumor,
with a prevalence of 0.2 percent to 0.6 percent and a high
female proclivity [1].
Potential interventions include SAE, nephron-sparing
surgery, total nephrectomy, cryo- and radiofrequency
ablation and treatment with mTOR inhibitors [3].
Preventing acute events, preserving renal parenchyma,
and improving long-term renal function are the treatment targets [7]. Treatment should be considered for
symptomatic lesions or those who are at risk of complications, especially bleeding symptoms, which are linked to
tumor size, angiogenic component grade, and presence of
TSC [8].
Since neoplasia could not be ruled out, more than
90% of sporadic renal AMLs were treated with complete
nephrectomy prior to 1976 [10]. Thanks to the advancements in cross-sectional imaging, and even in cases of
low-fat containing tumors, renal AMLs can now be accurately diagnosed with an MRI specificity of up to 99%
[11].

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 2 A 20-year-old male patient with TSC presented with left loin pain for 3 months and recurrent attacks of gross hematuria for 1 month. He
was hemodynamically stable and was admitted with hemoglobin level of 11.5 g/dL with no need of blood transfusion. He underwent urgent SAE
using microspheres and 2 microcoils; hematuria stopped, his hemoglobin level reached 12.2 mg/dl and there was a significant tumor size reduction
of about (48%) on follow-up. a UECT scan of the brain (axial image): Hyperdense calcified subependymal hamartomas (tubers) (yellow arrow). b
Arterial phase of CECT scan (axial image) and c Arterial phase of CECT scan coronal MIP images: Single left renal artery with midzonal intra-lesional
aneurysm (yellow arrow) supplied by the middle segmental branch and multiple left renal AMLs with multiple abnormal vascularities. Left renal
digital subtraction angiography (d, e, f); d Pre-embolization angiography of the left renal artery using cobra catheter showing multiple lesions with
multiple abnormal vascularities, then e Superselective catheterization of the middle segmental branch supplying midzonal lesion with multiple
intra-lesional aneurysms. f Post-embolization control angiogram showing no further opacification of the lesion after SAE using microspheres. g
CECT scan (axial image) before SAE: Exophytic left midzonal renal AML with multiple abnormal vascularities. h UECT scan (axial image) 9 months
after SAE: Significant tumor size reduction of about (48%) Note the 2 microcoils (yellow arrow)
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Fig. 2 (See legend on previous page.)

SAE has become the new norm for preventive or emergency treatment of renal AMLs with minimally invasive
selective targeting of small arterial feeders after the first
study by Adler et al. [12]. Soulen et al. confirmed in 1991

that embolization of renal angiomyolipomas is safe and
well tolerated, and that it can help avoid life-threatening
hemorrhage [13, 14].
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There is limited literature compared complete nephrectomy and nephron-sparing surgery with SAE in the treatment of renal AMLs [15, 16] with medical and economic
analysis supporting SAE in symptomatic renal AMLs or
renal AMLs at high-risk of complications.
When compared to partial nephrectomy (12%), SAE
for renal AMLs has less post-operative morbidity (6.9%),
is minimally invasive, and needs shorter hospitalization
[12, 17]. It also allows for rapid stabilization in cases of
acute hemorrhage while preserving maximum renal
function by sparing the normal renal parenchyma, which
is particularly critical in TSC patients. Surgery allows for
complete tumor resection and pathologic examination
to confirm diagnosis, but in some cases with complicated vascular anatomy, hilar position, or lesions, surgery
remains difficult [18]. Nephron-sparing surgery can be
considered in the event of primary or repeated SAE failure [19].
Our study was a prospective descriptive mono-centric
study that included 33 patients with renal AMLs diagnosed by various radiological modalities (CT, MRI, and
US of the kidneys) and underwent 38 arteriographies for
36 renal AMLs that were managed by SAE. While Bardin
et al. [8] included 23 patients who underwent SAE of 34
lesions.
Patients’ ages in our study ranged from 12 to 64 years
with mean age ± SD of 38.27 ± 13.9 years with a female
predominance (n = 24; 72.7%), similar results were mentioned by Bardin et al. [8], Duan et al. [9] and Hocquelet et al. [20] in their carried out studies. These results
demonstrate that renal AMLs have a strong female
predilection.
Our study included (n = 12; 36.4%) patients with TSC, a
similar percentage were reported by Bardin et al. [8] that
included (n = 6; 26.1%).
Bleeding symptoms in our study as intra-lesional,
retro-peritoneal bleeding and/or gross hematuria (77.1%,
57.1% and 34.3%, respectively) were the most serious
complication of renal AMLs and the main indication for
urgent SAE, while loin pain and lesion size were common
indications in all embolizations in our study.
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The majority of SAE in our study were done as an
acute management of bleeding renal AMLs (n = 29;
82.9%), while the remaining embolizations were done as
a prophylaxis of high-risk renal AMLs (n = 3; 8.6%) or as
a pre-operative adjunct treatment for surgery to prevent
intra-operative blood loss (n = 3; 8.6%).
Hocquelet et al. [20] focused on prophylactic SAE of
high-risk renal AMLs in 19 patients and Duan et al. [9]
focused on urgent SAE of bleeding renal AMLs in 25
patients. Bardin et al. [8] discussed both prophylactic and
urgent SAE of renal AMLs in 23 patients (73.9% versus
26.1%). Hongyo et al. reported that prophylactic selective
SAE for AMLs has good tumor-reduction effects, especially for AMLs with tumor diameter < 70 mm [21], while
very limited studies discussed preoperative SAE of renal
AMLs. Wang et al. reported that Nephron sparing surgery with preoperative SAE can be considered a viable
and effective treatment option for giant renal AMLs, for
it avoids excess blood loss and shortens warm ischemia
time during operative management [22].
Since Oesterling et al. [23] reported that 82–94% of
lesions larger than 4 cm were symptomatic and 50–60
percent bleed spontaneously, the threshold diameter for
prophylactic therapy has been 4 cm [10] for several years.
However, this historical threshold has since been discussed by authors recommending treatment for asymptomatic tumors greater than 6 [24] or 8 cm [25] as the
rate of symptomatic renal AMLs > 4 cm seems to have
been over-evaluated in old records [26].
Recent research suggests that although tumor size is
significant, type of the lesion and size of associated intralesional aneurysms may be more significant regarding the
risk of progression and bleeding of renal AMLs [8].
Yamakado et al. [27] discovered that the estimated
cut-off of 4 cm had significantly lower specificity (38%)
than aneurysm of 5 mm or greater (86%) in their multiple regression analysis, and that aneurysm size was the
only factor significantly related to rupture (p = 0.001). CT
scans may reveal intra-lesional aneurysms but small ones
are easier to be detected with conventional angiography
[28].

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 3 A 37-year-old female patient presented with right loin pain for 4 months. She was diagnosed with a large upper zonal renal AML with direct
tumor extension into renal vein and infra-hepatic part of IVC on CECT. She underwent preoperative SAE using absolute alcohol and 2 microcoils
followed by total nephrectomy with no intra-operative blood loss. Resected lesion was sent to pathologic analysis which revealed epithelioid renal
AML. CECT scan (axial images): a large upper zonal right renal AML with multiple abnormal vascularities and direct tumor extension into renal vein
(a) and infra-hepatic part of IVC (yellow arrow), b Arterial phase of CECT scan (coronal MIP images): c Double right renal arteries; main artery and
higher accessory one supplying lower renal pole. d Upper segmental branch of the main renal artery supplying large upper zonal right renal AML
with multiple abnormal vascularity. Right renal digital subtraction angiography (e, f, g): e Pre-embolization angiography of the right renal artery
using cobra catheter showing large upper zonal lesion with multiple abnormal feeders. f Superselective catheterization of the arterial feeder of the
lesion. g Post-embolization control angiogram showing no further opacification of the lesion after SAE using absolute alcohol and 2 microcoils. h
Histopathologic image: Epithelioid renal AML that is formed of a mixture of polygonal and spindle cells of variable size where inflammatory cells are
mingled with neoplastic cells. The resected specimens of renal vein and IVC show the same microscopic findings with no mural infiltration
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Table 2 Overall success rate
Overall success rate

n = 36

%

Overall success rate

33

91.7

Overall failure rate

3

8.3

Technical failure and underwent total
nephrectomy

1

2.8

Recurrence on follow up (bleeding/
increase in size)

2

5.5

In our study, bleeding symptoms were significantly
more frequent with TSC-associated lesions (p = 036) and
with intra-lesional aneurysms (p = 0.013) confirming the
importance of tumor type.
We reported that prophylactic SAE to decrease the risk
of bleeding can be considered in TSC-associated renal
AMLs as well as patients with intra-lesional aneurysm
more than 3 mm in diameter.
The type of embolization agent used is primarily determined by the degree of vascularization, artery size, existence of aneurysms, and arterial distribution of the treated
AML. Aneurysms are treated with microcoils on a regular basis. The downstream vascular bed can be excluded
using microspheres and absolute alcohol. Microspheres
were used systemically to reduce tumor flow, allowing
minimal levels of absolute alcohol to be infused without
causing complications. To prevent reperfusion and recurrence, proximal occlusion of feeding arteries with microcoils was desired wherever possible [20].
To our knowledge, microcoils are the most commonly
used embolic agent [29, 30], and the most available in our
hospital. However, glue, thrombin, and particles are less
commonly used [31].
In our study, we used various embolic agents; microcoils only were used in embolization of (n = 20; 57.1%)
lesions, while microspheres only were used in embolization of (n = 4; 11.4%) lesions. Embolic agent combinations were used as [microcoils and microspheres]
in embolization of (n = 7; 20%) lesions and [microcoils
and absolute alcohol] in embolization of (n = 4; 11.4%)

Table 4 Outcomes, follow-up and changes in tumor sizes after
SAE
Variables

Data

Mean follow-up ± SD (min–max), months

6.91 ± 3.41 (1.0–12.0)

Before SAE, median (min–max)

13.9 (6.60–25.5)

After SAE, median (min–max)

10.7 (4.7–30.0)

Maximum diameter of AMLs, cm

Maximum diameter reduction
Median (min–max), cm

1.8 (− 7.2–7.0)

Median (min–max), (%)

16.0 (− 32.58–59.83)

Volume of AMLs, cc
Before SAE, median (min–max)

715.91 (134.18–3533.81)

After SAE, median (min–max)

283.89 (37.33–6322.45)

Volume reduction
Median (min–max), cc

213.1 (− 3266.67–1711.69)

Median (min–max), (%)

48.44 (− 106.9–94.17)

Serum creatinine level, mL/min
Before SAE, median (min–max)

0.8 (0.5–2.8)

After SAE, median (min–max)

0.7 (0.40–3.1)

Hemoglobin level, g/dL
Before SAE, mean ± SD
After SAE, mean ± SD

Leucocytic count (103/uL)

9.84 ± 2.29

10.72 ± 1.44

Before SAE, mean ± SD

10.56 ± 3.43

Hospital stay duration, median (min–max)
days

6.0 (1.0–20.0)

After SAE, mean ± SD

10.07 ± 3.38

lesions. Microcoils were the most embolic agents used in
our study.
There was no difference in tumor size reduction or the
need for re-embolization in studies comparing smaller
and larger embolic agents for SAE of renal AMLs [32]
and this coincided with our study results (p = 0.715).
We encountered low complication rates; major complications (n = 1; 2.6%) and minor complications (n = 14;
36.8%). Our results were comparable to those described
by Chick et al. [13] that reported low major complication

Table 3 Primary (technical) success rate
Primary (technical) success rate

n = 38

Primary (technical) success of SAE

%

33

86.9

Technical failure of SAE

5

13.1

Need for re-embolization

4

10.5

Need for other renal surgery without re-embolization

1

2.6

Causes of failure

n=5

%

Difficulty reaching the arterial feeders

3

60.0

Arterial feeder spasm

2

40.0
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Fig. 5 Hemoglobin level before and after SAE

rates (n = 1; 2.90%), while our results were favorable
compared with those described by Bardin et al. [8] that
reported higher major complication rates (n = 3; 13.00%)
and this may be due to heightened attention of post-procedure care during our study.
Just one patient developed a major complication, a
renal abscess formation because of necrosis and liquefaction of tumor after SAE, which was managed with IV
antibiotics and percutaneous drainage.
PES, an inflammatory reaction results in pain and fever
that can last for many days after SAE, was the most common minor complication (n = 12; 31.6%). Analgesics
were used to treat any patient pain and/or fever. Bissler
et al. [33] used a short-term tapering dose of prednisone

over a two week period after SAE of renal AMLs instead
of acetaminophen and it seemed to decrease PES and
improved patient comfort. Other minor complications,
as puncture site hematoma (n = 1; 2.6%) and persistent
hematuria (n = 1; 2.6%) were treated with conservative
measures.
We defined overall success as no intra-operative blood
loss in pre-operative SAE and no recurrence on followup visits in prophylactic and urgent SAE regardless the
number of arteriographies done for complete embolization of the lesion, while recurrence was defined as recurrent bleeding symptoms no increase in tumor size.
In addition, we defined primary (technical) success as
immediate and complete devascularization of the lesion
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on control angiogram in the first instance with no need
for re-embolization.
We were able to achieve an overall success rate of
91.7% in our study as 33/36 renal AMLs were successfully
embolized with no recurrence on follow-up visits. Meanwhile 2 lesions showed recurrence on follow-up visits;
one showed recurrent bleeding symptoms and the other
showed an increase in its size. Both recurrent lesions
were treated with total nephrectomy and were sent to
pathologic analysis; the first lesion was diagnosed as
AML with xantho-granulomatous changes and the other
was diagnosed as epithelioid AML variant. Only one
renal AML was not embolized as it was difficult reaching
the arterial feeder and underwent total nephrectomy.
Our study demonstrated a primary (technical) success
rate of 86.9% as 33/38 arteriographies were done with
successful embolization in the first instance, while four
re-embolizations were necessary during early follow-up
due to incomplete or failed embolizations and one failed
embolization underwent total nephrectomy without
re-embolization.
With 91.7% overall success rate, 86.9% technical success rate, 10.5% re-embolization and 5.5% recurrence,
our results were to some extent favorable compared with
those previously reported by Bardin et al. [8] with 17.4%
re-embolization and 13% recurrence and Hocquelet et al.
[8, 20] with 10.5% re-embolization and 10.5% recurrence.
Several studies found that no significant changes in
serum creatinine levels before and after SAE [8, 9, 20].
Our results were similar confirming the safety and efficacy of SAE in renal AMLs as regard preservation of renal
functions on follow-up visits. Median serum creatinine
levels before SAE were 0.8 (0.5–2.8) and after SAE was
0.70 (0.40–3.1) mg/dL. Just four patients had renal impairment before SAE and had baseline creatinine levels above
1.8 mg/dL. Only one patient, after SAE serum creatinine
level rose in a mildly and self-limiting way at early followup visits and recovered his initial value in a few days.
To our knowledge, no studies put an eye on hemoglobin levels and leucocytic count before and after SAE
in renal AMLs. However, in our study, there were no
significant changes in hemoglobin levels and leucocytic
count before and after SAE on follow-up visits. These
results demonstrated the safety and efficacy of SAE in
renal AMLs as regard controlling the hemodynamic status of the patients on follow-up visits with considerable
minimally invasive and aseptic procedure.
Whereas we used tumor size-reduction as a predictor of successful embolization, our study showed a statistically significant tumor size-reduction after SAE;
maximum diameter reduction rate of 16% and volume
reduction rate of 48.44% (p < 0.001). We also found a
positive correlation between tumor size-reduction and
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initial tumor size (p = 0.035). Although our results were
satisfactory but they were to some extent less than those
reported by other authors in their carried out studies [8,
9, 20] as our study was a prospective study with short and
variable follow-up [mean follow-up of 6.91 ± 3.41 (1–12)
months] unlike their retrospective studies with relatively
intermediate to long follow-up.
In their study, Hocquelet et al. [20] found that the
percentage of fat content before SAE was a predictive
factor of volume reduction with a volume reduction
significantly more important for renal AMLs with less
than 50% of fat than for those with more than 50% of fat
(p < 0.00001). Only the percentage fat content (p0.0001)
was found to be the best predictor of volume decrease
in their multivariate study. Unfortunately, due to the
limited number of unenhanced CT scans required for
density histogram calculations, we were unable to test
this theory. However, only two “fat-poor” renal AMLs in
our study showed marvelous tumor size reduction after
SAE on follow-up imaging, with 75.38% and 44.32%,
respectively.

Limitations
This study has some limitations, first, our population
was heterogeneous with sporadic cases (n = 21) and TSC
patients (n = 12) as well as different indications of SAE;
urgent (n = 29) versus prophylactic (n = 3) and preoperative (n = 3) embolizations.
Second, as in other studies, we encountered difficulty
to measure with accuracy large renal AMLs associated
with intra-lesional and/or retro-peritoneal bleeding, particularly as several modalities were used (US, CT and
MRI). Data were particularly difficult to collect in cases
of ruptured renal AML which was often the mode of discovery of emergency cases.
Furthermore, the pre-arteriography images of some
patients were taken from other hospitals with different
equipment than those available in our hospital.
Finally, our research was a prospective study with short
and variable follow-up period, but this should have little bearing on our results because the bulk of tumor
size-reduction happens during the first few years after
SAE [34]. This was confirmed in two out of the last three
patients of our study with short-term follow-up; the
first one presented a 16.41% tumor size-reduction two
months after SAE and the second presented an impressive 38.4% tumor size-reduction one month after SAE,
while the third underwent SAE as a pre-operative adjunct
before partial nephrectomy. Nevertheless, long-term
follow-up should be performed to define durable efficacy
after successful SAE of renal AMLs.
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Conclusions
SAE is an effective and safe technique for managing renal AMLs preventively or in emergency to treat
bleeding with significant decrease in tumor size, low
recurrence rates and acceptable complications as well
as preservation of renal functions.
Based on our results, the type of renal AMLs,
especially TSC-related lesions and intra-lesional
aneurysms > 3 mm in diameter, were found to be significantly more associated with bleeding symptoms in our
research. As a result, we conclude that, in addition to
size, the type of lesion and the presence of aneurysms
larger than 3 mm should be included in treatment
plans, and that they can be used as important predictors of prophylactic SAE in non-complicated AML
situations.
In every case, discussion between interventional radiologists and urologists is essential to determine the optimal
management.
Long-term follow-up is required to determine longterm effectiveness after successful SAE of renal AMLs
and further research is needed to determine the precise
role of all the currently available therapeutic modalities
with a particular emphasis on TSC-associated lesions,
which are typically larger, numerous, and therefore more
difficult to be managed.
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